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PXN-A3 hall sensor 3-pedals for racing wheel

PXN-A3 Pedals (PC / PS3 / PS4 / XBOX ONE / SWITCH)
The PXN-A3 pedals offer wide compatibility with various systems, including Windows 7, 8, 10 and 11, as well as PS3, PS4, XBOX ONE and
SWITCH consoles. Their precision design allows for accurate and smooth operation, while adjustable pressure and pedal positions adjust
to  the  player's  preference.  Made of  the  highest  quality  materials,  they guarantee durability.  This  is  the  ideal  solution  for  anyone who
values comfort and quality when playing games on different platforms.
 
Wide compatibility
The PXN-A3 pedals are a unique device that stands out for its wide compatibility. Whether you're running Windows 7, 8, 10 or even the
latest Windows 11, this hardware is  ready to go.  What's more,  their  versatility doesn't  end with computers -  they are also compatible
with  consoles  such  as  PS3,  PS4,  XBOX  ONE  and  SWITCH.  This  allows  gamers  to  enjoy  a  great  gaming  experience  across  multiple
platforms,  regardless  of  preference.  The  PXN-A3  pedals  are  a  sure  choice  for  anyone  who  values  compatibility  and  comfort  during
gameplay.
 
Thoughtful design
The  PXN-A3 pedals  are  a  product  that  stands  out  not  only  for  its  versatile  compatibility,  but  also  for  its  thoughtful  design.  Their  high
precision makes gaming reactions accurate and smooth, which translates into an even better gaming experience. However, that's not all
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they offer - the pedal force can be adjusted to personal preference, so every player can find the perfect settings. In addition, they can be
adjusted in terms of height, tilt and spacing to suit individual needs and playing style. The entire construction of the PXN-A3 is made of
the  highest  quality  materials,  which  guarantees  their  durability  and  reliability  for  a  long  time.  This  is  a  product  that  will  meet  the
expectations of even the most demanding players.
 
Included
PXN-A3 pedals
Wiring
Mounting kit
	Manufacturer 
	PXN
	Model 
	PXN-A3
	Connection method
	Wired
	Operating voltage
	5 V
	Operating current
	≤85 mA
	Product weight
	approx. 3180 g
	Operating temperature
	0-40°C
	Operating humidity
	20~80%
	Compatible systems 
	Windows 7/8/10/11
	Compatibility
	PC / PS3 / PS4 / XBOX ONE / SWITCH

Preço:

Antes: € 130.995

Agora: € 117.99

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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